
PHASE 1:  Gather the facts! DONE 

Verify whether or not the patient is using insurance for the TX and if it was verified. 

If the answer is YES, verify the coverage table, fees, and exclusions such as missing tooth clause or alternate 
benefit) are correct.  

Make sure any services that go against the annual maximum are accounted for in the estimated insurance 
payment (today or previous). Tip: Complete today’s appt. so estimate is accurate. 

PHASE 2:  Check your mindset! 

Make sure you have a “YES” attitude.  You MUST have confidence the patient will accept the TX. 

Avoid limiting money beliefs.  DO NOT say to yourself, “He will never say yes to this.  He is maxed out on 
insurance and I know he can’t afford it.”  These thoughts prohibit you from a “YES” attitude. 

PHASE 3:  It’s showtime, you’ve got this! 

Clinical should always do a proper hand-off to you prior to the case presentation.  If this isn’t happening, 
talk about it in the daily huddles. “Dr. Jones is concerned about that area in her lower left and wants to 
make sure we see her back as soon as possible to take care of it.” (TIP:  The key to a successful hand-off is 
for the patient to hear it because it reinforces the doctor’s diagnosis.) 

Pay attention to your body language, tone of voice, and rate of speech.  Make eye-contact and mirror the 
patient’s communication style using DISC behavior tools. 

After the hand-off, immediately lead into scheduling the appointment. “Linda, Dr. Jones has time on 
Wednesday at 10am. Does that work with your schedule?” (IF the patient requests to see the treatment plan 
first, then present the financials prior to scheduling; however, our job is to help them achieve oral health, 
not allow limiting money beliefs to interfere) 

Present the treatment.  “The total is $1,750. We estimate your insurance will take care of $850. On the day 
of your appointment, we will collect $900 from you. We accept credit card, cash, and offer several 

flexible payment options.” Once you present the financials, ask open ended questions such as “How does 
that sound to you?” OR “What questions may I answer for you?” 

Overcome all objections using ARO: Accept, Respect, and Overcome. “What I am hearing is that finances 

may be a concern, is this correct?” LISTEN.  “I understand.  Many of our patients share the same concern 
which is why we offer several quick and easy payment options.  Would you like me to go over those 
with you?” 

Make sure EVERY patient schedules something before leaving.  If they are unsure about scheduling their 
treatment, make sure they schedule their recare appointment.  If nothing else, schedule a post op or invite 
them back for a 30-minute case presentation with the doctor and invite them to bring anyone else involved 
in making this decision. 

Follow up on unscheduled TX within the “emotional” 48-hour timeframe.  Dentistry is an emotional 
business.  Patients will schedule when they are emotionally invested in the treatment.  That timeframe 
happens either within 48 hours of their appointment, when they experience discomfort, or when the area of 
concern is revisited at the patient’s next hygiene visit. 
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